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The paper is concentrated on the approach to developing a unified instrumentation aimed at
detection of fissile and radioactive materials. Specifications of monitors which are involved in this
set are given below.

Currently in the VNIIAR the unified instrumentation for detecting fissile materials (FM) (mainly
uranium and plutonium), and radioactive materials (RM) has been developed almost completely.
This instrumentation is aimed to equip various facilities: nuclear facilities (including radioactive
plants and nuclear material storages), border check stations at the customs, transport junctions,
administrative buildings and other facilities.

The instrumentation of identical purpose (portal pedestrian and vehicle monitors, hand-held
monitors) has a very narrow specific application and cannot be used for other tasks. It makes the
process of equipping the above-mentioned facilities more difficult because it requires the list of
instrumentation types under design to be extended and this results in increasing the costs. So it will
be reasonable to develop a set of instruments unified in terms of their application.

The experience of designing and operation of domestic and foreign radiation monitors, the
analysis of the conditions of their application showed that it is expedient to develop a set of
instruments with a common metrological support and methodological control and, if possible, the
development should be based on the common technical solutions. The set of instruments must
comprise:
• a radiation monitoring system (RMS) meant to automatically detect ionization sources in

moving objects (pedestrians, vehicle, luggage, mailing, etc.)
• two types of hand-held monitors meant to localize radiation sources in a suspicions object:
type I - a hand-held monitor of a small size;
type II - a high-sensitive hand-held monitor designed to detect radiation sources behind shielding
and to carry out careful inspection in arguable cases.

The monitors are designed in accordance with the branch standard OST 95 10539-97, called
"Radiation monitoring equipment. General technical requirements and methods of testing".

The monitors under design are based on the gamma-spectrometric method of radiation
monitoring which consists in recording and analyzing characteristics of X-ray and gamma-sources
power spectra within the range of 40-3000 keV at the background level whose value is measured
and taken into account during the signal analysis.
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Gamma-radiation is recorded by means of a scintillation detector. The electronic processing
part of monitors is actually a device for amplitude selection with one or two tunable windows.
The radiation monitor determines the gamma-quanta intensity in the optimal energy range and in
case of brief exceeding the radiation background level it generates a sound signal and reflects
the corresponding excess of intensity on the digital display.

The main monitor parameter is a detection threshold, i.e. FM mass which is detectable in
50% and even higher number of cases at the preset external conditions (background, geometry,
method of inspection, etc.). This parameter is especially important for detecting low-active FMs
(for instance, low-enriched uranium pellets), as well as in case of attenuation of radioactive and
fissile material radiation in the result of the use of various vehicle types, containers and other
protective shields. In the given set of instrumentation their compatibility in terms of the detec-
tion threshold has been provided, i.e. the radiation source determined by the radiation monitoring
system is also detectable by the hand-held monitor of the first and second types.

A high detection sensitivity of monitors is mainly provided by the scintillator, its material
and geometrical sizes. Several types of scintillation detectors have been investigated: Nal (Tl),
Csl (Tl), BGO and plastic ones with various sizes. The best characteristics were demonstrated
by the scintillators based on cesium iodine.

The instrumentation metrology is based on the single set of reference FM sources, common
techniques of metrological certification, instruments testing after production and their calibration
during operation.

The proposed common solutions have been implemented in the unified set of instrumentation
for radiation monitoring which consists of a radiation monitoring system RMS-1 and hand-held
radiation monitors GNOM-1 and STRAZH-2.

The radiation monitoring system RMS-1 comprises small-sized detectors TMGI69, a control
unit and a tuning panel.

The number of detector units (1-8) and the distance between them can be chosen proceeding
from the preset configuration of the range under control and the detection threshold. A small
dimension of the detecting unit and its structural flexibility make it fast and easy to install RMS-
1 in the access control points (check points) of any type which are already in operation or to
equip doorways, conveyors for checking luggage, belongings, mailing, etc.

Availability of interface RS485 (RS432) allows RMS-1 to be used together with (as a part
of) other systems.

A tuning panel with a sound and visual indication of FM detection (supplied separately)
provides easy tuning and independent application.

A hand-held monitor GNOM-1 consists of two units: a portable small-sized detection unit
and a control unit. These two can be either joined directly and form a compact mono-unit or
joined with a rod of 0.5...3.0 meters long. Due to that the monitor is very convenient for exami-
nation of hardly assessable places, vehicle, railway carriages, and rooms with the ceiling height
up to 5 m for detecting the places of unauthorized FM storage, radioactive contamination,
radioactive leaks from pipelines, etc.

The monitor has an audible and visual digital indication. When the ionizing radiation ex-
ceeds the preset threshold, the monitor actuates a continuous audible warning and the sound
pitch varies with the change in the gamma-quanta count rate. It is possible to connect it with the
computer through a standard interface. The monitor has an automatic control of a storage battery
cell discharge.

A wide temperature range of its efficiency is provided by introduction of an automatic
compensation of environment temperature impact.
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Specifications of a universal set of monitors

Characteristics

Detection Threshold, g
uranium
plutonium
False alarm frequency
Time span of continuous operation ,
Operating temperature range, °C
Mass, kg

Overall dimensions (volume)

RMS-1

10
0.3

1/1000 inspections
Round-the-clock
-40 - +50
Detector - 4,5
Control unit- 1,5
Detector -
495x67x69 mm3

Control unit -
200x200x200 mm1

Type of Monitor

GNOV-1

2
0.15

0.1 - 1/min
8h
-40 - +50
0.47

0.5dm3

STRAZH-2

0.3
0.03

0.1-10/min
20 h
-30 - +50
2.2

252x96x12 mm3

A high-sensitive hand-held monitor "STRAZH-2" is made in the form of a single unit.
Its high sensitivity makes it possible to use the monitor to detect radioactive materials with

low-activity* including those which are shielded, inside the production cycle. This device is used
for checking vehicles, luggage, belongings, mailing and for monitoring radioactive contamination
in the environment, food products, etc.

The audible and visual indication of FM detection allows the monitor to be used in the
conditions of insufficient light or too loud noise.

The built-in system of efficiency control and battery cell discharge control results in a high
reliability of the device operation.

Thus, the designed universal set of instrumentation based on common technical solutions
and metrological support plus its small dimensions allows to install it actually in any check point
without any significant changes in the room lay-out to facilitate its maintenance.
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